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“the silent feeling that signals a differend remains to be listened to”​[1]​

It has been four years since Maurice Owen and I curated the exhibition Art in the Age of Terrorism (2004-5)​[2]​ and edited the book of the same title (2005)​[3]​ which is not a catalogue but a collection of essays that expand upon the artists included and the issues brought up in the exhibition. The following text is a reflection on some of the ideas and works of art encountered in that project. 
When we were engaged in preparation for Art in the Age of Terrorism 9/11 was only two years away. The war on terror had evolved as a mirror image of terror manifested as the politics of fear, a tool whereby to extend the power of the state. Art in the Age of Terrorism was a project dedicated to exploring the ways in which art and art theory can contribute to an understanding of a situation that is in many respects beyond words: an observation that points to the potential benefit of visual language. The theme of imaging the unspeakable is certainly a thread running through the artists dealt with in Art in the Age of Terrorism. 
The unspeakable has many facets: trauma, denial, political mendacity, irreconcilable disputes (Israel/Palestine), the construction of barriers both visible and invisible around the affluent world to keep those less fortunate at bay, and the erosion of freedom in the wake of 9/11. The topic of Art in the Age of Terrorism is not an easy one and there are no definitive answers. What was important to us in formulating this project, however, was that difficult issues were brought to the fore in spite of the air of unease generated by the so-called “war on terror” (a rhetorical gem that resonates with the abysmally unsuccessful “war on drugs”). 
Contemporary moral and political philosophy offers little consolation to a world embroiled in terror: that of terrorism and its mirror image counter-terrorism with its inevitable “collateral damage”. Ethical discussions are coloured by the fact that the twentieth century, which was expected to be the realisation of the emancipatory dream of the Enlightenment, turned out to be the most violent century in history. ​[4]​ The failure of communism and the spectre of Auschwitz haunt key texts in political philosophy such as Lyotard’s The Differend and Giorgio Agamben’s Homo Sacer which share a nihilistic perspective.​[5]​ In Agamben we have the elaboration of the ex-National Socialist political theorist Carl Schmitt’s thesis that dictatorship is implicitly interwoven into the fabric of democratic society via the deployment of “exceptions” to the rule of law. Agamben also offers the thesis that the concentration camp replaces Michel Foucault’s Benthamesque panoptic prison as the leitmotif not only for totalitarian but also democratic society; a notion that became particularly pertinent in the context of Guantanamo. And when we turn to The Differend we encounter situations beyond understanding in our current ethical framework, situations of irreconcilable difference and non-communication that demand re-evaluation of that framework. 
Bound up in Lyotard’s differend is his deconstruction of Habermas’ communicative action with its reliance on speech act-driven communicative rationality in an “ideal speech situation”. Habermas believes that ethical rationalism can be incorporated into the political sphere, in particular Lawrence Kohlberg’s Piagetian six stages of moral development which had a significant influence on Habermas’ theory.​[6]​ But in his analysis of Lyotard’s political theory James Williams argues that for Lyotard the political is not commensurate with ethical criteria as the latter have no “legitimacy outside their proper field (moral laws)”.​[7]​ A similar stance seems evident in Agamben’s meditations on the Schmittian exception where the ethical framework of law can be suspended by sovereign power not only in totalitarian but also democratic societies, as evinced immediately following 9/11 in the USA Patriot Act (2001) and the Anti-Terrorism Crime and Security Act (2001) in the UK.
In aesthetic terms, however, it is Lyotard’s differend that seems most relevant, especially with respect to its expression of a sublime silence that announces the absence of discussion and dialogue accompanying irreconcilable political differences. For Lyotard the sublime and the differend are intertwined. The silence that accompanies the differend produces a sublime intensity of feeling: the intensity that accompanies the loss of freedom of expression, the loss of any political voice; the intensity that can drive someone to suicide terrorism. In the context of the sublimity of the differend it is significant that two artists: Karlheinz Stockhausen and Damien Hirst referred to 9/11 as a work of art. We might theorise such comments by describing 9/11 as a sublime, “silent” (non-linguistic), intensity; an exhibition of absolute difference currently beyond ethical or rational resolution. In this sense 9/11 is a sign less of the “evil” of the terrorists than of a generalised failure of the putative emancipatory humanism of modern democracy. 
When we were researching for works for our exhibition and put out a call for papers for the book we were particularly struck by the silence emanating from the USA two years after 9/11.​[8]​ And with respect to this silence it seemed significant that the first work by a New York based artist that we encountered was an aesthetic expression of sublime silence. I am referring to Pia Lindman’s Lakonikon a video version of her New York Times performances. Lindman’s New York Times performances are remarkably relevant to the topic of terrorism. They consist of mimed reconstructions of New York Times newspaper photographs of public displays of grief, some of which were associated with terrorist attacks in Israel, the Palestinian territories and the World Trade Center, New York. We found this work particularly strong due to the fact that the silence and coolness of the video of Lindman miming expressions of grief stood in stark contrast to the rudimentary political rhetoric of good versus evil current at that time. Her use of gesture in the face of the unspeakable is incredibly potent. 
What is especially arresting about her work is its cool objectivity. Her essay, “The New York Times, Monuments, Art and Affect: Re-enactments in Grey-Scale”,​[9]​ shows the extent to which her gestural performances are not reducible to expressionism. Reading her text we learn that she analyses the social construction of public expressions of grief. She does this in order to deconstruct the propagandistic power of mass disseminations of emotive imagery to cloud our objectivity. Lindman’s New York Times performances successfully create a balance between affect and circumspection that depolarises the emotive discourse of “good” versus “evil”. Lindman claims that “affect is the reciprocal relationship between a person and his social environment and is based on social conventions”.​[10]​ She poses silence and affect as a mode of communication that bears some parallel with Lyotard’s notion that the aporia of the differend is a challenge to us to reconsider our ethical narratives. 
For Lyotard the differend is “signaled by a silence”​[11]​ associated with a wrong that stems from an impossibility of dialogue. It describes a situation in which conflicting parties cannot communicate because they are not playing the same language game. Indeed, for Lyotard, there is no possibility of attaining Habermasian communicative action because that would entail a metanarrative which could include the various disputing parties in a univocal discourse. Habermas’ project of humanistic emancipation is rejected by Lyotard on the basis that it would be totalising and ultimately totalitarian, in the manner demonstrated by communism and, for Lyotard, by mass mediated, consumer capitalism. 
Corporate capitalist democracy constitutes and communicates a “grand narrative” that is totalising, colonising and excluding in a manner that inevitably leads to a differend. 9/11 was the event that revealed the differend in the most sublime manner: sublime in the Kantian sense of dislocating of the faculty of understanding. The fact that most Americans could not understand why anyone would want to puncture the American Dream in the manner perpetrated by the “nineteen martyrs” testifies to the condition of differend, that of absolute difference. But this absolute difference arises out of that which is excluded from the grand narrative of the American Dream. It arises out of the exploitation of the Third World by American governments motivated by the maintenance of the interests of corporate capitalism. Democracy and freedom at home are built on the back of support for repressive regimes abroad. 
The artistic and intellectual silence in America that followed 9/11 can be understood in terms of a refusal to confront the unspeakable notion that 9/11 pointed to fundamental ethical problems evident in American foreign policy. And the 2003 invasion of Iraq became a particularly graphic portrayal of the ethical aporia underlying the American democratic ideal. Iraq, Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo which were a direct consequence of 9/11 have succeeded in shaking America’s self-image and in this sense the differend of 9/11 has provoked a reassessment. But we are still only scratching the surface of the ethical problems confronting corporate capitalist democracy. Americans remain reluctant to speak about the numerous abuses of democracy and international law committed overseas by the USA since the end of the Second World War. The voice of Noam Chomsky is noticeably isolated, and in her analysis of Chomsky’s political thought Alison Edgley suggests that he poses two fundamental questions: 

(1) to what degree can a state with such a repressive autocratic international tendency be regarded as representative of the democratic ideal, indeed the leader of the 'free world' … ; and (2) is the very real freedom enjoyed under a liberal democracy dependent upon the maintenance of certain [undemocratic] economic and/or political conditions internationally?​[12]​  

In Art in the Age of Terrorism (the book) Ken Neil proposes that the inability to speak of the wrongs America has committed overseas to protect, at all costs, its affluent way of life “creates an equal and opposite force to that of the act of terror”:​[13]​ a mirror image of terror evinced in the counter-terrorist strategies of “shock and awe” and “disproportionate response” (the latter term applied by American forces on the occasion of their first onslaught on Fallujah in April 2004). Neil also notes Chomsky’s report of a post-9/11 editorial in the New York Times which stated that “the perpetrators acted out of hatred for the values cherished in the West such as freedom, tolerance, prosperity, religious pluralism and universal suffrage”.​[14]​ The chauvinism implicit in this statement published in a prestigious organ of political commentary is questionable because it portrays an idealised and totalising image of liberal democracy that reduces Islamic militancy to the “evil” other. Such reduction of complex issues to the rudimentary logic of good versus evil, civilized versus uncivilized, avoids the issue of answering the silence of the differend, and addressing the fact that Islamic militant politics is to a significant degree supported by profound ethical contradictions inherent in corporate capitalist democracy. 
Returning to the role of art in the context of the “war on terror”, of the works submitted for exhibition in the Art in the Age of Terrorism exhibition several remain outstanding to me in retrospect. I have already mentioned Pia Lindman’s Lakonikon, 2004, but there were two other works that I consider outstanding: Doron Solomons’ Father, 2002, and Khaled Ramadan’s Someone Else’s Everyday Reality, 2004. In the case of Lakonikon and Father we have instances of those rare occasions when an artist is able to combine a considerable degree of aesthetic quality with a significant level of ethical commentary on political issues. 
Doron Solomons’ Father, 2002, is a remarkable work due to its combination of aesthetic sensitivity with intensely painful subject matter. As an inhabitant of Tel Aviv Solomons is living in the epicentre of contemporary terrorism, if we consider the Palestinian question as central to the political issues driving militant Islamism at the turn of the millennium. When making Father Solomons was repelled in equal measure by the terrorism of both the Palestinian militants and the right-wing Likud government of Ariel Sharon, and the reason why Father is a powerful and moving work of art is due not least to its autobiographical aspect. Interestingly, for a male artist, Solomons embarks on what at one level appears to be a feminist-like critique of patriarchy. As the father of a young daughter he seems especially sensitive to the machismo expressed on both sides of the terrorism fence. One thinks here of George W. Bush’s “bring them on”. One also thinks of accessorization of Islamic terrorism chic: the shemagh scarf wrapped around the head, the de rigueur AK47, plus Arabic text and photographs of martyrs in the background. Without a doubt many young boys (and girls) are seduced by this macho gang culture, just as they might be attracted by advertisements to join the army in the UK or USA. 
Israeli citizens have no choice, both men and women are required to serve in the Israel Defence Forces beginning at age 18, with men averaging 36 months and women averaging 21. And of course serving in the IDF is effectively partaking in a war. Israel is also the only country in the world that practices conscription for women and, accordingly, the only country where women’s draft resistance exists. The Jewish Peace Fellowship reports: “every year, 40% of women candidates for conscription do not enlist,​[15]​ nevertheless the majority acquiesce. 
With the innocence of his young daughter playing a significant role in his video it is not surprising that Solomons focuses on the role of women in the Israel-Palestinian conflict. We are almost exclusively shown images of female Palestinian militia. The only exception are the images of the failed suicide bomber being tackled by a bomb disposal robot. The story accompanying this particular sequence is intriguing: according to Solomons’ gallerist, Irit Sommers, the young Palestinian’s bomb was defused by the robot, and when he was taken into custody by the IDF he was overwhelmed with relief at what had happened and expressed such a degree of gratitude to the soldiers that he transformed their perception of him from “evil terrorist’ to “friendly young man”. Sommers reports that this caused something of a stir in the Israeli media. From one point of view this is a happy ending, from another it is a species of betrayal. 
According to the cast list at the beginning of Father the characters include the “father/magician”, “daughter”, “father of suicide bomber” and “suicide bomber”. The father/magician is played by Solomons, the daughter by his young daughter  introduced to us playing on a candy-coloured bouncy castle. In stark contrast, other people’s daughters are shown practicing unarmed combat in an Islamic militant training camp (with the ironic caption “I love to watch you dance”), or giving their video testimony prior to martyrdom (prefaced with the title: “these two women are about to die”).
The core narrative is that the “Father” possesses magical powers of protection: which is to say, he is the stuff of pure fiction. Cuts from newsreel of suicide bomb attacks in Tel Aviv are interspersed with visual metaphors that express Solomons’ ironic and abject assessment of his and his daughter’s situation. We see imagery apparently taken from advertisements for cars that allegorically portrays the security cage being constructed around the Israelis by the Likud government, with the tacit support of the USA. Solomons uses metaphor to deconstruct his government’s propaganda regarding the capacity of technology and hardline military tactics to protect the citizenry from terrorist attacks. For example we see eggs teetering on the brink of a table top only to topple miraculously, safely into an egg carton. The Father portrayed in this video is a hollow sham who, for all his macho dedication to extreme and lethal force, cannot protect his family. Instead, in his various ways, he sends his sons and daughters to their deaths. 
Possibly at this point one might suggest that the humble suicide bomber is more honest than the vastly more powerful governments: be they Israeli, US, UK, Russia etc. The suicide bomber, especially the Palestinian suicide bomber does not pretend to have any chance of gaining victory. Palestinian militants launch homemade weapons against Merkava tanks and Apache helicopter gunships armed with Hellfire missiles. Yet the point that Solomons seems to be making is that for all the considerable resources at the disposal of the Israeli military, safety cannot be guaranteed by brute force. As the British discovered in Northern Ireland extreme force makes the situation worse. An asymmetrical war is extremely difficult to win because those who resist the dominant power become increasingly supported by their community the more violent the reaction against resistance becomes.​[16]​ The hell that grows out of hatred is the hell of silence, the impossibility of any discourse. 
The latest symptom of the “cage” metaphor Solomons portrays in Father is the Israeli Security Fence (the West Bank barrier) that will stretch 703 kilometres (436 miles) when completed. According to Israeli and American sources the fence is a great success. No doubt more affluent nations will begin to take this strategy to heart. But in the context of Solomons’ video what we see more clearly is the imprisonment of Israel by its actions. Through Solomons’ imagery we begin to appreciate Agamben’s use of the concentration camp as a metaphor for modern society. This image is a long way from the idealistic portrayal of liberal democracy in terms of “freedom, tolerance, prosperity, religious pluralism and universal suffrage”. ​[17]​
Another work submitted for the Art in the Age of Terrorism exhibition would have served as a complement Solomons’ report from the epicentre of terrorism by providing insight into the mentality of the other side. It was Khaled Ramadan’s Someone Else’s Everyday Reality, 2004, a three channel video the centrepiece of which is Ramadan’s cut of a propaganda video, which he acquired in the Arab-speaking world. It is a memorialisation of the nineteen “martyrs” who perpetrated 9/11, chillingly and provocatively released on 11 September 2002. It was produced by Al Qaeda’s As-Sahab Foundation for Media Production and is known in the counter-terrorist community as “The Nineteen Martyrs” video (www.intelcenter.com). 
 Ramadan’s cut of “The Nineteen Martyrs” video is a remarkable instance of imaging and imagining terrorism. Watching this video in 2004 two and a half years after 9/11 and in the midst of the politics of fear perpetrated by the “war on terror” was an extraordinary experience. It was immediately evident that we could not simply include this particular piece in the exhibition and wait for the furore that would inevitably follow, although that was a tempting option. We began by showing the video to various people to gauge a variety of responses. Some were simply fascinated by this glimpse into the other side, whereas others questioned whether it is was a work of art. It is somewhat surprising that people can still ask that question today, when the key premises of transgressive avant-gardism are dissolving the boundary between art and life, and exploiting freedom of expression to the extreme. Unfortunately the politics of fear was strong enough in 2004 when the exhibition was being planned that when the board of the gallery viewed the work they decided that it could not be exhibited, which was not entirely surprising. It has to be said that very few, if any, art galleries in the UK or USA would have shown this video at that time.
It is unfortunate, however, that we were unable to include the video in the exhibition because it was an extremely powerful document especially in the thick of the war on terror and set against the background of the 3/11 bombing in Madrid (11-M) in 2004. I say it was unfortunate not because of the spectacular nature of the video in that context but because showing it would have addressed precisely what Ramadan’s title expresses: it would have provided some insight into the other and thereby transcend the political rhetoric that this enemy was “evil”, which is to say not-human. 
The artistic credibility of this work hung entirely on the role of the art gallery as a sanctuary for total freedom of expression: which is really the only vestigial political role for the gallery system which remains principally dedicated to aestheticism, genius and the precious object. Given the exclusion of the video from the exhibition Maurice and I were determined to show as many stills as possible from Ramadan’s video in the Art in the Age of Terrorism book, which was not subject to censorship apart from the restraint of good taste in view of the 3/11 and 7/7 bombings,​[18]​ both of which occurred while the Art in the Age of Terrorism project was underway. In the book I buffered and balanced the showing of stills from the “Nineteen Martyrs” video by prefacing them with remarkable stills from footage of an American atrocity in Iraq shown in the UK and discussed at length on the award winning Channel 4 News. 
The footage was broadcast on the 5th and 6th October 2004 and the fact that Channel 4 News decided to show these images two nights in a row indicates their ethical significance and visual impact as well as revealing a critical difference between media commentary on the “war on terrorism” in Britain and America.​[19]​ The video shown by Channel 4 News consists of cockpit video from an American F16 fighter plane. It was taken during the massive assault on Fallujah, Iraq, in April 2004. This onslaught was in retaliation for the televised parading of the charred corpses of three Americans on 31 March 2004. The cockpit video consists of a black and white screen with a gun-sight reticle revealing a crowd of people running into the open in a street. The US Air Force acknowledged the authenticity of the footage and analysts on Channel 4 News agreed they must have been civilians fleeing, because guerrilla militia would never show themselves so openly in what was obviously a massive US offensive with air support. 
The pilot asks the Forward Air Controller (FAC) if he should “take them out” and receives the immediate response “take them out”, there was absolutely no hesitation or reflection on the part of the FAC indicating that this was standard operating procedure. When the thirty dots are obliterated by a black and white video game-like explosion the pilot exclaims “aw dude”. It is interesting to note that the grain of the voice of this simple phrase operates with more than one language game, more than one emotional register. On the one hand there is youthful enthusiasm for the power and efficacy of the killing technology and on the other a more sublime and subliminal repulsion. One wonders whether it was the pilot who released the video to the media. Of course it wasn’t shown on US media, but it soon appeared on the Internet.  
In Art in the Age of Terrorism I said that “the Fallujah video is repulsive, as is the video that is at the core of Ramadan’s Someone Else’s Everyday Reality” ​[20]​ but I was being diplomatic. I actually think that the Fallujah video is more repulsive than “The Nineteen Martyrs” video due to the fact that the American “empire” is so much more powerful than the albeit ingenious terrorists. The word “terrorism”, like “evil”, is a value-laden term designed to dissolve the speaking position of the other. We cannot talk to these people because they are evil. Or as Putin said on television talking about the Beslan school hostage crisis, 1 September 2004, they are “bastards” (spat out with characteristic venom). We don’t talk to “bastards” we take them out. Fundamentally they are not human. But isn’t it not-human to designate other human beings as not-human?
I have no doubt that seeing “The Nineteen Martyrs” video is preferable to censoring it because that is essentially burying the problems that lie behind the 9/11 attacks. Problems outlined in detail by Chomsky. As already noted, the core of Ramadan’s tour into “someone else’s everyday reality”, “The Nineteen Martyrs” video is a videographic memorialization of the men who carried out the 9/11 hijackings. It is remarkable for its use of what one might characterise as a videographic variant on the genre of history painting. The whole action is cast in Biblical/Koranic terms, reminiscent of the Biblical movie genre popular in the 1950s. Thus “engineer Mohammed Atta’s regiment” attacks the “idol of the times”, George W. Bush (labelled the “Pharaoh”), and the Twin Towers become “economic fortresses”. A few seconds of footage of dead children from the Islamic world provide justification for their actions: “here he is, murdering our children in Palestine, Afghanistan, Iraq, Lebanon, Kashmir and other Islamic lands” (voiceover, allegedly Osama Bin Laden). The focus is not on Palestine but on a generic threat to Islamic peoples from the (American) “Pharaoh” and his associate “crusaders”. 
Another key feature of the video is its humanisation of the homicidal martyrs. This is the most sophisticated aspect of the video akin to the way in which American mass media consistently portrays Americans as good people with a subtle subtext that no other nation on earth is quite as human. I do not think this is a jaundiced interpretation, if you watch American media carefully this aspect becomes salient in a manner not evident, for example, in British, Australian or European film or television drama. What motivates this unconscious American narcissism is an unquestioning love for their powerful young nation which Europeans seem to have lost over time and through the vicissitudes of their violent history. Auschwitz, in particular, quenched most Europeans’ nationalistic love of political power. 
It is evident that Al-Qaeda’s As-Sahab Foundation for Media Production studies American media because the “The Nineteen Martyrs” video employs a similar strategy of humanisation. And it is a very powerful and effective technique in terms of engendering sympathy in the viewer. Watching the video the images combined with the voiceover and mood music and the portrayal of the martyrs as a “band of brothers” has an emotive effect that is by no means entirely repulsive. I am sure it was, and is, an extremely effective recruitment video. 
The martyrs are framed as “great men” of “consolidated faith”. One is “gentle in manner” another exhibited “faith, modesty” was “refined” and “exceptionally humble”. Another of the band “chose his words as if they were beautiful fruit”, exhibited “extraordinary resolve” and was “a man of worship, love, and devotion to night prayers”. An American voiceover (no doubt provided on the DVD for export purposes) tells us that an atmosphere of “patient brotherliness and faith filled the martyrs’ house in Kandahar”. And we see footage of the men helping each other read and understand the aircraft manuals, making heroic and collaborative efforts, as the voiceover informs us, “to master the language and technology of the infidel”. 
And the images of the departed martyrs superimposed onto the rolling sand dunes of Afghanistan reminded one of the visual device of the ghosts of the British navy commandos marching forward as the credits roll at the end of the WWII movie Cockleshell Heroes, 1955. The claims made for the nineteen martyrs’ actions are grandiose: they are, for example, the “destroyers of the American spirit”. Quite the reverse, American neo-conservatives used 9/11 to revive American morale which had flagged substantially after the debacle in Vietnam. What followed was a steady stream of flag-draped coffins (no longer the Vietnam era no-frills body bags) and those flags became reflected in the increased numbers of Stars and Stripes waving outside American homes. It is only more recently, in the wake of Iraq, Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo that the American spirit has been shaken. 
Someone Else’s Everyday Reality is a very raw work but however repulsive its content might be to some viewers I believe one should support Ramadan’s ultimate intention which is to overcome the barrier of the “unspeakable” which is the total unwillingness of the putatively morally superior nations—e.g. US, UK, Russia, Israel—to conceive of any dialogue whatsoever with the “evil” terrorists. Ramadan’s challenge in Someone Else’s Everyday Reality is to go beyond the irrational (or strategic) reduction of complex political issues to the archaic language of good versus evil. Watching “The Nineteen Martyrs” video in the context of a gallery, as a work of art, entails critical distance, an ability to pass through the initial emotive response to a much cooler, objective assessment of the extent of the terrorist threat, to the socio-political forces driving Islamic militancy and the way in which supposedly democratic governments are using the emotive atmosphere following 9/11 to promulgate a politics of fear, that could ultimately become more of a threat to liberty than terrorism itself. 
This “evil” video played a large part in my own awareness that these people who perpetrated an act of horrifying devastation were in fact human beings. Seeing them even in the context of a propaganda film helped deconstruct the politics of fear, the aim of which is to distort the image of the other into that of a repulsive and antagonistic evil. So-called “evil” is not something theological or metaphysical but rather something very human and often very pragmatic. One thinks here of Agamben’s cool and distanced analysis of National Socialist theory (Carl Schmitt) and practice (Auschwitz) in Homo Sacer and his comparision of National Socialist biopolitics with the technologies of subsuming the body and identity in mass mediatised consumer capitalism.​[21]​
 And from a Lyotardian perspective the “Nineteen Martyrs Video” is most definitely sublime in the sense of its intensity of affect and capacity to disrupt habituated and socially conditioned ways of thinking and perceiving. That is the value of looking through a window onto the other side. This video is also statement of differend in the sense that it is an expression of irreconcilable difference, an impossibility of dialogue. It points to the potential lawlessness of the political to which both Lyotard and Agamben refer. There is no definitive ethical argument for showing the “Nineteen Martyrs Video” as part of a work of art; there is only an aesthetic argument, an argument that transcends ethics and reason on the basis that this work evokes “the silent feeling that signals a differend remains to be listened to”.​[22]​ 
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